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The Effect of Adjunct Questions
on Conceptual Learning in Prose Materials

Abstract_

The effect of supplementary questions on learning from

textual materials was investigated. 94 college juniors were-

given a 1500 !word passage describing the concept of measurement

to read. One treatment group was asked to identify charac-

teristics of the concept; another was asked to identify examples/v.-,

from the text; a third listedgnew examples; a control group wse

given' a placebo task. In addition, the effects of teiling stu-

/
dents that the passage-to be,resd described a concept was

1

vestigated. No,significant treatment effects were found/-
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THE EFFECT OF ADJUNCT QUESTIONS ON
CONCEPTUAL-LEARNING IN PROSE MATERIALS

IntroduCtion

Helping students derive meaning from printed material is a

problem that faces reading teachers as well as teachers in the con-

tent areas. One area of research that appears potentially hoeful

in .this area, is that done in the area called mathamagenic behavlor

(Rothkopf, 1970). Rothkopf coined this term to refer to a set of
N ; ,

attending behaviors that are usod by students in the .reading

' procesSes and that lead to learning. Often these behaviors are

naturally occurring, but research,has shown that there,is ouch.- ihat

the classroom teacher can do .to aid the stuaent in.his interaction

with printed material. ,For example, a number of stuaies (aoth-
. 7

kopf, 1966, 1967; Frase, 1967, 1968; Bruning,.1968) have shown

that questions interspersed in text have had aMeneficial effect

on the acquisition and retention of factualsmatbrial embedded

within the teXt.. Interestingly:enOugh, timeffect of these

questions has encompassed not only the spedific,materia1 referred

'to by the questions, but Also information that is,incidental'io

the specific question itself. Those researching the effectivenes%

of mathamagenic-inducing aids have interpreted these reitats as

occurring as a result of searching types of behaviors which are
a

induced in the learners by the questions.

Design

The present study is an investigation of the effects of dif-

ferent typi)of mathamagenic cues onAhe learning of a
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from printed material. Subjects for the study were 94 undergrad-

uates enrolled in five teacher education coUrses at the University

of North Florida. The concept measurement was utilized in the

study. This concept was chosen because the meaning of this con-
,

cept as defined in the text materials was unique to a particular

course which the subjects had not yet taken. Consequently the

.effects of prelearning would be-minimized, The text describing

the concept was written for the rperiment and was approximately

4Y ,1500 words in length.

The major variable investigated in this study was the effect

,. of different types of questioni on the learning of a concept from

prbse materials. Rese chers invesLgating the effects of dif- I

ferent types of questi ns have found that different types of

questions have differ nt effects on learning (Kauchake-et al; 1976;Wa

and Anderson 1971). Tn drstudy involving principle learning

from prose materials, Watts and Anderson found that subjects who

identified new examples of a principle learned the principle

better than sbbjects who identified previously .presented exaMples.

The ptesent studyllkployed three types of questions which were

placed approximately half way through the text and at the end.

The treatments conditions including the'control were: 1) Control,

which were ask d to provide informition about career goals as a

placebo substitute for the treatment; 2) Examples, in which sub-
.

jects were aikedto recall examples of the concept from the text;-
,

3) New EXamples, in which subjects were asked to Provide additional'

examplip offthe concept; and 4) Attributes, in alich subjects were

asked to list the-characteristies or attributes of the concept.

Subjects were.randomly assigned to these conditions within class-

rooms.
4



The second variable investigated was the effect of an advance

organizer on concept learning from written materials. Studies by

Ausubel (1960), Ausubel and Fitzgerald (1061) and Allen (1970)

have shown tha't learning of written material can be facilitated

by prior provision of generalizable statements which can aid the

learner in organizing the material. Studies utilizing advance

organizers have utilized,content-oriented organizers whose pri-

mary value has been in their ability to organize or subiume the

content that follows. The present study tested the effects of a

conceptual organizer, whose effectiveness.is derived from the

learner's ability to see the conceptual nature of the task. It

was hypothesized that readers who were told beforehand that the

materials to be read described a concept would learn the concept

better than those who were not. Subjects in.each concept learning

task within each classroom were randomly assigned to either the

advance organizer condition or'control.

Procedures

Subjects Were randomly assigned

of the four experimental conditions.

in their classrooms to one

Randomization was accomplished

by, placing the printed material in.unmarked envelopes and randomly

distributing these to the students during class time. Students

were instructed to read the.materials once, returning the sheets

to the packet as they were ipad.,, When.the students completed

readin7 the materials, they were/given a post test which was born-

posed of three Arts. The first part of the test, consisting of

51 items, requtred "Wents.to ident y statements that were

examples and non-examples of the co cept'measurement; the second

part of the test, consisting off:ten items, asked cqmprehension-
/
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level questions over,the material; the third part of the test,

consisting of six items, tested for recall Of specifiainfor-..

matioA from the test. Students were given as long as thek needed

to complete-the reading and the test.

"Results
fn,1

0

There weie no significant differences on the.total test score

for either the effect of the advance organizer.or'the effect of

different questions.t When-sub scores were considered, there were

no significant differences.between any of the treatments. The

dlta arg presented in an appendix to the main body of this paper.

Discussion

t

While the study.discussed in this paper showed no statisti-

cally significant differences among treatments, a number of studies

'have shown that textUal cases can increase the amount Of informa-

tion learned from written materials. Some 'of these studies were
t

cited earlier infthis paper.

The I&ason the present study failed to show significant

difference may be explained in one or more of the fb1]9wing

ways:

1) The treatment was administered early 1 tIle school

term and may have induced a high level'of arousal in

the subjects. One,of the hypothesized reasons for

the effectiveness of mathainagenic cues is that they

'induce a motivational attention set ir the léari3lrs.

In this respect then mathamagenic cues can thought.

.of as priming elemeOts alertin4 the student tO.the
-

ing task at hand. The effects of such cues would

"
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be minimized in conditions where the learner was L..

already highly motivated. One ekAanation for the

lack of significant differences was that all groups,

were already highly motivated by the fact that the

treatment was administered in class during the, first

two weeks of a new quarter, a time in which under-

' graduates dan be highly anxious over.their success

in a course.,. In the present study reported in this
/'-

paper the unmeasured effect of arousal may have been

lk
enough to inake differences in 'treatment effects im-'

possible to deiect.

s ,
2) The entire task may have been too coMplex d be:-

a6wildering Tor the students. The criterion : asure

was difficult and soPhisticated and this factor

combined with the complex problem facing the stu-

dents may have reduced treatment differences below

-a significant Support for this interpret tion

comes from an snalysis of the treatment and crite ion

measures employedjw Watts and Anderson (1971)

study which was miifit influential in the desi

.the present Study. In the Watts,and Anderson stuey

the principles to be learned were embedded in much

shorter reading passages (50 wordlvs."1500 wordi)

and consequently,the search tasIdwas much less/omn-.
7

(

plex. In addition, their criterion measure involved

a multiple choice format in which subjects knew that

one'of the four chorces was cortect. In the present

study subjectswere reqiiiree(to classify fifty-one



examples and non examples of the concept, not knowing

how many were and were'not examples of the concept.

It Is possible that the complexity of the task may

.

have, disturbed s'ubfbcts to the point tliat differences
4

due
*
to treatments were. masked.

41h

Additional support for this co tion Cams from the

fact that no differences existed ip simple regll

measures where dne treatment Cued the subjects spe-
.

cifidally to these items. Other studies tFrase, 1968

Kauchak, (et al, 1976) have shown that cuts

to specific items significantly enhances recall of

those items. The failure of differences in recall

to.exist suggests that the overall effect of be-

wilderment may haireLminimized treatment effects.

3) The nat45e,otthe task Npsprimarily conceptUal rather

than factual. Most.studies studying the effects of'

cues measure learning of facts rather than concepts.
4 ;

In that concept learning requires students to process

information rather, than merely recall it the dif-
ferential effects of cues may be reduced or modified.

The criterion measure used in this study was Rrimariiy

written at ihe comprehension level' (Bloom.,1956 ) azid

hiviher., 'In a related studyf Prase (1971) found that

subjects askeel to make inferences over textual material

remembered factual indidental infqrmation: better, but

failed to show any increased recall fof inferential

material. One of the hypotheses a vancedby.Frase

8
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to account for this result was that the inferential questions

caused cognitive overloading, thus ditainishing subjects

to'encode the infeience.

A related explanation for the .failiird of both the advance

Organizer and the adjunct questions is that subjects may hot

till* these aids, i. e. perform the actions
.

aids. .HerberdildiNeIson (1975)c-have noted that cc

ility

have been able "(:) u

called for by-these

kehension iids to rdading materials presuppose that the

vidual -knows how to use these aids. Failure of this assumption

negates the potenti4 value,.of sucH aids.

The preceding paragraphs suggest the task of concept learning

peese may effect the benefits to learning that can be derived

from written cues. This suggestiOn, of course, doesn't- account
/ -

'for the fact that no differences among groups was found for

recall items as noted in an earlier paragraph of this discussion.

These tWo factors suggest that 'the explaryetion.for no significant

differendes artiong groups in this study (in contrast to other

studies in the area of mathamagenic behaltior) may be a"compination

of the possibiltties discussed here. Further, the explanation

may lie in some information which failed.to surface in this study.

It is recommended tha additional studies in this area be
,

perfOrmed which simplify design and measure the effect of

student.arousal. In addition such studies shopld employ siTpler

criterion measures which &n pointialldemopetrate p1ace43 wheke

concept learning-is or ig riOt occuiring.' For example, such studies

might ,investigate more thotoughly whether characteristics)and

(examples 'are being encoded in the learner's memory-store.

0 0

9
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Appendix

Table 1

. Total Test-Scores for 'Advance
Organizer versus No Advance Organizer

Group

No Advance Organizer
= 49)

4 Advance Organizer
(N = 45)

F = .83 01.S.i

4 Table,2

Total'Test-Scores for Diff9rent
Question

Group

-(Control)
4 N=123)

II (Text Examples)
(1423) :

III (New pamples)
(N=23)

IV (Characteristics)
. (N=25),

I.

F = (4.S;)

-10

Mean Score

A38.Q0'

-

39.13

Mean Score

38.17

37.87:

38.91

39.16

4.
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a Advance Organizer
(N=45)

.4
Tth1e3

Subtest Scdres,ICIaSsifY g Exampleg)
for Advance Organizer. vs. No Advance Organizer

=.

1

'
Group

,No Advance Organizer
, (N=49)

4.

Tattle .4

Subtesi Scores (Classifying Examples)
for Different Questions

-Group

(Control)
(N=23)

II elext EampleY
(1=23)

(New Examples)
(N=23)-

.IV aracter stics)

, .

Fl= .23 (N.S.4

9

Mean'Score.

29.87

%,

29 ..96

30.61

,
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Table 5

a

k,

Sub Test Scores (Comprehension) for Advance Organizer
versus No Advance Organizer

Group

Po Advance Organizer
,(N=49)

AdNiance OrganizeF.
(N=45)

r

4.
F = 1 (N.S.)

Table 6

'Mean Score

-

Sub Test Scores (Comprehension)
for Different Questions

Group

(dkntrol)
(N=23)

II (Text Example)
(1s1=23)

III. (New ExaMple)
(N=23)

IV (Characteristics)
(N=25)

5.09
, k

P,

C..

_Mean Score'

5.13

4.87

4.

5%30. ,-

t.-
5.2

.70 (N.S.)

12
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'Table 7

Sub Test Scores (Text SpeciftC) fdi AdvanCe
Organizy versus NoiAdvance Organizer

Group

No Advance Organizer
(24=49)

'Advance Organizer,
(N=45).: ,

F =,1.60 (1.S.)", C

Table 8 :

Sub Test ScoreATdxt Specific)
for Different Questions

: Mean Score.
\,

, 2.73

3.09

.4

Croup

(Control)
(N23)

II (Text Example)
(N=23)-

III (New Example)
(N=23)

IlimScore

41-

3.00

3.00

ry (Characteristics) 3.00
(S=25)

F = .47 (N.S.)

13
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